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Aurora Family Dentist Improves Online Presence

Jeff Hopp September 23, 2013

Dr. Flaviu Oltean, a family dentist in Aurora, Colorado recently teamed up with local
marketing firm, Mile High Mobile Marketing, to enhance and improve his office's
online presence.

(Newswire.net -- September 23, 2013) Aurora, Colorado --  Dr. Flaviu Oltean, Aurora family
dentist, recently teamed up with local marketing agency, Mile High Mobile Marketing, to
enhance and improve his office's presence online.

“Being a valuable resource for your patients outside of the office is an incredible asset that every health professional
needs to consider,” says Jeff Hopp, Marketing Specialist at Mile High Mobile Marketing. “The need for a website that
is functional, mobile friendly, as well as informative is extremely important.”

Dr. Oltean and his team at Tower Dental, located on Tower Road in Aurora, offer a number of services ranging from
routine general dentistry to full cosmetic treatments including composite fillings, tooth whitening, and dental implants.
“At Tower Dental they offer such a diverse variety of cosmetic treatments that people are curious about,” says Mr.
Hopp. "We partner with local businesses like Tower Dental to improve the visibility of their services online."

Mile High Mobile Marketing is a Denver based firm that works with small businesses and professionals such as
dentists, doctors, lawyers, real estate agents and independent publications. “The first thing we want to know about a
client are their short and long term marketing goals,” says Mr. Hopp. “From there we can craft a unique marketing
strategy designed specifically for them that includes search engine optimization, mobile friendly website construction,
and much more. Once we knew Dr. Oltean's goals, we knew exactly how to take their presence in the online
marketplace to the next level.”

Through the Tower Dental website, anyone looking for a professional and experienced family dentist in the Aurora,
Colorado area will now find an expansive resources at their fingertips full of dental information. In addition to location
and contact information, people will find detailed information about cosmetic veneers, inlays and onlays, and porcelain
crowns and what those procedures entail. People looking to improve the appearance of their smile can now schedule
an appointment with the touch of a button. 

Tower Dental is currently accepting new patients. More information about Dr. Oltean and his friendly staff can be
found on Tower Dental's website.

Tower Dental

1155 S Tower Rd
Aurora,Colorado  
303-368-0555
patient@towerdentalcolorado.com
http://www.towerdentalcolorado.com
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